
Your Crypto BFF for a Chill Web3 Experience!

MINI MYRO



ABOUT US
Your Go-To Buddy on BSC:MiniMyro isn't just about the 
numbers; it's about embracing the dog- themed memes 
and becoming everyone's bestie on the Binance Smart 
Chain (BSC). Baby Myro, our cute mascot, is here to bring 
some playful vibes to the crypto scene.

We're not just a crypto token; we're your crypto 
companion, making the Web3 experience feel like a 
breezy hangout in the park.Join us at MiniMyro, where 
simplicity meets the chill side of crypto. Let’s make 
navigating the crypto space feel as easy as grabbing a 
coffeewith a friend. Welcome to the laid-back world of 
MiniMyro! 🐾



Meet MiniMyro
Ready to dip your toes into the wild 
world of crypto without breaking a 
sweat? That's where MiniMyro comes in 
– not just a token, but your laid-back 
guide to making blockchain tech feel as 
breezy as a Sunday stroll in the park.



Tax 5/5% 20% Burn Mechanism

Just a teensy 5/5%tax on 
transactions, helping our 
MiniMyro ecosystem grow while 
keeping it chill for the 
community.

We're into that whole renewal 
thing. Each transaction burns 

20%, making MiniMyro scarcer 
than a limited-edition vinyl. 
Holders, you're in for a treat!

Chill Tokenomics for Maximum 
Vibes

MiniMyro's got some cool tokenomics to keep things relaxed and groovy.

10% Cex and Future 
Marketing

Setting our sights on the stars with 10% for 
Centralized Exchange (CEX) listings and future 
marketing shenanigans. We want everyone to 
vibe with MiniMyro!



Tokenomics
70% LP and Presale

Stability is our jam. We're locking in 70% of each 

transaction for the Liquidity Pool (LP) and Presale, so 

MiniMyro stays as smooth as your favorite lo-fi beats.

1 Billion Supply

We like to keep it real simple – just 1 

billion tokens. Whether you're a 

seasoned crypto pro or a total 

newbie, MiniMyro is all about 

accessibility.



Roadmap
Navigating the Future with Pawsitive Vibes

Phase 1: The Puppy Steps

Token Launch & Community Building:

Launch MiniMyro on the Binance 

Smart Chain (BSC).Kick-off engaging 

community initiatives to bring like-

minded individuals into the MiniMyro 

family.

Initial Marketing Push:

Roll out a comprehensive marketing campaign across 

social media platforms.Create and distribute engaging 

content, including dog-themed memes, to build brand 

awareness.

Listing on PancakeSwap:

Secure listing on PancakeSwap for easy 

accessibility and trading.

CoinGecko and CoinMarketCap Listings:

Apply for and secure listings on major 

cryptocurrency tracking platforms to 

boost visibility.



Phase 2: Growing the Pack

Partnerships and Collaborations:

Explore strategic partnerships within the crypto 

space and beyond.Collaborate with influencers 

and content creators to expand MiniMyro's 

reach.

Community Governance Introduction:

Initiate the development of a decentralized 

governance model to empower the MiniMyro 

community

NFT Integration:

Explore the creation and launch of 

MiniMyro-themed NFTs, tapping into the 

growing NFT trend.

Additional Exchange Listings:

Pursue listings on additional reputable 

exchanges to increase liquidity and 

accessibility.



Phase 3: Full Bark Mode

Utility Expansion:

Explore and implement additional use 

cases for MiniMyro within the crypto 

ecosystem.Develop partnerships to 

expand MiniMyro's utility in various 

industries.

DApp Development:

Begin the development of 

decentralized applications (DApps) 

that complement and enhance the 

MiniMyro ecosystem

Enhanced Community Governance:

Launch fully functional community 

governance, allowing MiniMyro 

holders to actively participate in 

decision-making processes.

Global Outreach and Adoption:

Expand marketing efforts to target 

global audiences, aiming for 

broader adoption.

Ecosystem Sustainability:

Implement measures to ensure the 

long-term sustainability of the 

MiniMyro ecosystem, including 

ongoing community engagement 

and development.



Phase 4: The Cosmic Journey

1,00,000+ Holders Celebration:

Celebrate the achievement of 100,000+ 

holders with a community-wide event, 

giveaways, and special 

promotions.Showcase the strength and 

diversity of the MiniMyro community as 

a testament to its widespread appeal.

Meme Takeover 2.0:

Launch an upgraded version of the 

Meme Takeover campaign, 

encouraging even more creativity 

and engagement within the 

community.Collaborate with popular 

meme creators or influencers to 

amplify the reach of MiniMyro-

themed memes.



At MiniMyro, our journey is more than a 
roadmap; it's an ongoing adventure with our 
community by our side. As we navigate the 
cosmos of crypto, we invite you to be a part 

of the MiniMyro family, where simplicity 
meets the chill side of crypto. Welcome to 

the MiniMyro experience – your Crypto BFF 
for a chill Web3 journey!
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THANK YOU ALL
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